THE ONLY HOT COFFEE CREAM
TO BE TASTED ALSO COLD
FOR A RELAXING BREAK WITH COFFEE TASTE.
A new sensory experience that energizes and delights the palate.
An original Italian recipe, for the most trendy places.
A delicious new product with a coffee taste, for those who like to enjoy the cold version in
summer, now can enjoy the hot winter alternative. With a velvety and enveloping texture, an
irresistible pleasure for every moment of relax. Cremino Shake is a tasty easy-to-serve coffee
drink to be served plain or garnished with Almar decorations and topping.
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GOOD REASONS TO CHOOSE ALMAR
		
CREMINO SHAKE
1. It’s good and healthy: it is gluten-free, no GMO, no
preservatives and additives, no hydrogenated fats, no palm oil.
2. No machine: no machines are needed to prepare the product.
3. Very easy to prepare: impossible to make mistakes during
preparation. Just mix one single-serving bag with 90 ml of milk
and cook it.
4. One product = many different tastes: you can serve it
simple or garnished with toppings, grains and decorations to
create thousands of different personalized recipes.
5. Very quick to serve: don’t waste time during the service.
6. Hight profit: very low cost for each serving. Selling price is
about 4 times the buying cost per portion.
7. It’s exclusive: it is a unique product that differentiates you
from all your competitors.
8. It’s versatile: you can serve it both hot and cold to satisfy
every request.
The new product that makes the difference and grows up your sales!
Packaging: 50 single-serving bags of 30g.
Shelf life: 36 months. Storage at room temperature.
Machine: no machine needed.
How to serve: serve in glasses of 130/150 ml.
ADV and POP support: desk panel and table menu.

Shake and taste it also cold!

HOW TO PREPARE:

click for the video

● With a single serving chocolate machine

Pour 30g of Cremino Shake powder (one single serving sachet) in a pot with 90 ml of milk. Pour
the mix into the chocolate machine and press the cooking button. After 15” the Cremino Shake is
ready to be served.
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● With the steamer of the coffee machine

In a pot mix the content of one single serving sachet 30g with 90 ml of milk. Boil slowly the Cremino
Shake and then and then slowly reduce the steam flow until completely cooked
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● With a Microwave or a Pot

Mix the content of a 30g single serving sachet with 90 ml of milk. Cook slowly using the
microwave at medium power or boiling in a pot. During cooking stir the chocolate with a spoon
until the desired texture is reached. Then serve it in a cup.

● Cold version:

Once the hot Cremino Shake is prepared, pour into the shaker and add 3 ice cubes. Shake well to
obtain a velvety cold cream. Pour into the glass, add a couple of ice cubes and a straw.
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